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Why Mobile Methods?

Walking, hearing, seeing = centuries-old methods for imagining & spatialising crime narratives, to collapse temporal & geographical distance. 

E.g. maps, 3D models, reconstructions and site-visits to situate evidence (documents, statements, objects, photographs).*

My experiences

Walking crime scene neighbourhoods in London gave me a sense of a place and how it might have been experienced by contemporar ies.**

Highlights significance of transgressed social and spatial boundaries and links between housing conditions, perceived identit ies and crime.

Aims/gains

I’d like to find a way to use mobile methods to communicate crime narratives.

E.g. Percy & Maud Clifford’s last weekend, movement through the city following arrest, interview, police court, trial, prison and execution.*** 

*Alexa Neale, ‘Murder in Miniature: Reconstructing the Crime Scene in the English Courtroom’, in Alison Adam (ed.), Crime and the Construction of Forensic Objectivity from 1850 (Palgrave, 2020), 43–67.

**Alexa Neale, Photographing Crime Scenes in Twentieth-Century London: Microhistories of Domestic Murder (Bloomsbury, forthcoming September 2020).

***Lizzie Seal and Alexa Neale, ‘Race, Gender and Bourgeois Respectability: The Execution of Percy Clifford, 1914’, The Irish Jurist, 60 (2018), 144–53.



Locating place from documents
The first step in thinking mobile?
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Locating place from documents
The first step in thinking mobile?



Visiting, being present
What do we do when we get there?



Collapsing temporal and spatial distance
Imagining the crime in the courtroom, narrative playing out in space



Communicating space/place/narrative
Static text, narrative description, visual aids



Communicating narrative in space
Final steps in mobile methods?
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